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NEW QUESTION: 1

DRAG DROP
You develop an application that displays information from log
files when errors occur. The application will prompt the user
to create an error report that sends details about the error
and the session to the administrator.
When a user opens a log file by using the application, the
application throws an exception and closes.
The application must preserve the original stack trace
information when an exception occurs during this process.
You need to implement the method that reads the log files.
How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, drag the
appropriate code segments to the correct locations in the
answer area. Each code segment may be used once, more than
once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content.) Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
StringReader - Implements a TextReader that reads from a
string.
StreamReader - Implements a TextReader that reads characters
from a byte stream in a particular
encoding.
Once an exception is thrown, part of the information it carries
is the stack trace. The stack trace is a list of the method
call hierarchy that starts with the method that throws the
exception and ends with the method that catches the exception.
If an exception is re-thrown by specifying the exception in the
throw statement, the stack trace is restarted at the current
method and the list of method calls between the original method
that threw the exception and the current method is lost. To
keep the original stack trace information with the exception,
use the throw statement without specifying the exception.
References:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.io.stringreader(
v=vs.110).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.io.streamreader(
v=vs.110).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms182363(v=vs.110).aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
Tim Jan, CFA, relies on the earnings multiplier model in
performing his fundamental analysis. His model is based on the
constant-growth DDM. Jan is evaluating two stocks, A and B,
that have the same 10% required rate of return and the same

expected growth rate in dividends. Stock A has a higher
retention rate than stock B Which stock should have the higher
P/E ratio?
A. Stock A.
B. Stock B
C. Both stocks should have the same P/E ratio
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
When using Geo Protections, you find there are logs for a
country that you believe is incorrect. What file do you review
to verify what country Geo Protections should identify the
traffic as?
A. asm.C
B. objects.C
C. IpToCountry.csv
D. objects_5_0.C
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Juniper Networks SD-WAN feature is part of which product
offering?
A. Sky ATP
B. NorthStar
C. Cloud CPE solution
D. Contrail Cloud
Answer: C
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